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scuro; the silver-grey, fretted river with the snow-flakes
falling into it to dissolve; the silver-grey water-front beyond
it; turrets and spires dim behind the snow shower. All that,
seen from the black shadows of our embarkation! Like a
vignette on the title-page of a very early Lady's Companion.
. . . Lady in a poke-bonnet with cherry-satin ribbons and
crinoline. Jolting on a buck-board with Lord and Master,
top-hatted, in a blue jean tail-coat., silver-mounted whip
a-flourish,
§
. . . Even now that we are across the river and shouldering
our way up Twenty-Third, the century-old atmosphere
remains strong. Like a powerful perfume from a forgotten
drawer. Below West Twenty-Third Street to West Four-
teenth is Chelsea. . . . Below West Fourteenth Street to
Washington Square is Greenwich Village. They call it
the Village now, but when Lwas first here it was Greenwich,
tout court. There was an old public-house, London, England,
style, in the shadows of the L at the corner of West Eighth
Street. With polished brass plates and tankards and, in the
window, the portrait of a great, grey Tom Cat, labelled
old tom. Old Tom is the best brand of London gin.
. . . Yes, the perfume lingers. Years ago I was passing
that sign with a lively Englishwoman. She said: "The
wages of gin is breath." There were Prohibitionists before
the Prohibition that is itself hardly a memory.
§
The aged, light-uniformed nigger drives away all the other
porters of the Pennsylvania Hotel. He pounces on our
baggage, chattering like a hen-wife who has scared hawks
from her poultry. It is as if, with his accent, yoxt caught the
rustle of crinolines and the clitter of ice in juleps under the
shadows of Colonial stoeps. The South! We shall be going
South in March.
. . . Perhaps we ought never to have left those islands,
The wet trodden snow crunches under the wheels of our
taxi, overwhelmed with luggage and with the Dutch

